
 

 

Fly Fishing or Fishing with a Fly? 
 

 

When you fish for luderick with a double handed fly rod on one of the most popular creeks in 

Northern NSW you get many interesting comments and questions. It is often the simplest question 

that requires the most complex of answers. Just the other day I was asked by a passerby, “Are you 

fly fishing?” I paused for some time before I answered in the affirmative. During the pause I 

thought about what I should say and decided for my own peace of mind and for the needs of the 

questioner a simple “yes” would suffice. 

 

In reality the question required much more than a one word answer. The question cut to the very 

core of what fly fishing is all about. Many people would have been prepared to challenge my 

answer on the basis of their definition of fly fishing. Standing in saltwater, casting weed flies under 

an indicator (or bobber if you are American) is not the traditional view of fly fishing. So in the brief 

pause before answering the curious passerby I had to ask myself was I fly fishing or just fishing 

with a fly.  

 

I don’t want to turn this month’s column into a philosophical discussion on what is fly fishing. It 

would be boring and I don’t have the intellect to do the subject justice. But the question needs 

answering especially now since my fly fishing efforts have turned to species other than trout. When 

I consider all the practices I employ these days when I fish with a fly rod I wonder if I am I still fly 

fishing? 

 

If I were a boxer I could turn to the Marquess of Queensberry Rules 
[1]

 to define my sport. If I were 

a cricketer I could look to the Marylebone Cricket Club
[2]

. But there are no such codes for fly 

fishing. We have the traditions handed down by the likes of Halford
[3]

, and Skues
[4]

 and the 

competition rules provided by Fips Mouche
[5]

. But if I am looking for an answer to my question 

about what is fly fishing I am left to make my own definition. 

  



Despite the amount of time I now spend in the salt I am a troutie and if I could indulge myself 

fishing for trout with a fly rod and dry fly for the rest of my life I would be happy. If it were in the 

crystal clear waters of a chalkstream or spring creek sight fishing to big brown trout it would be 

even better. This is my definition of fly fishing. It doesn’t have to include the tweed jacket and cane 

rod but it wouldn’t be out of place. When I am fishing this way I know I am fly fishing. 

 

 

But what about when I am not fishing this way? Is it still fly fishing when I use a nymph instead of 

a dry fly? What about an indicator? What if I am not fishing for trout? How about split shot on the 

line? What if I used burley or a teaser? These are some of the questions I ask myself when I try to 

define what fly fishing is to me. When is it fly fishing and when is it fishing with a fly? 

 

 
 

 

On another fishing trip to my local creek I found myself standing next to a couple of traditional 

luderick anglers. They were using long rods, spinning reels and floats. When I asked what they 

were using for bait they surprised me by showing the weed flies they had tied. I was interested to 

hear how they had spent considerable time and money sourcing just the right type and colour of 

dubbing to make the flies. They tied them on their lines just as they did with bait then soaked their 

flies in fish scent. Had I asked them if they were fly fishing they would certainly have answered in 

the negative. They were fishing for luderick – with a fly. 

 

When I want someone to catch their first saltwater fish on fly I usually target mullet and small 

bream. With the aid of a bit of bread burley these fish can be attracted close enough to cast to and 

get into such a feeding frenzy they will eat anything. It’s usually only a matter of finding a small fly 

that looks like a piece of bread and putting it in front of the feeding fish. It sounds easy and usually 

is but the fish will test your skills and patience. This approach rarely fails and quite a few people 

have caught their first fish on fly in this manner. But is it fly fishing? Using burley to entice the fish 

to feed in close proximity would not be considered fly fishing by many.  

 



Other fishing situations come to mind that have caused me to question whether I am fly fishing or 

fishing with a fly. I think about a few trout I have caught on a nymph under an indicator … while 

eating lunch.  Or the flathead caught on a fly trolled behind the boat while heading home. The line 

between fly fishing and fishing with a fly can be blurred. And in the end does it matter? Fly fishing 

is defined by each of us in our own way. There are no hard and fast rules. If you think it is fly 

fishing it is fly fishing. Far be it for me to tell you whether you are fly fishing or fishing with a fly. 

 

My own view is that fly fishing is about the casting. You would have to expect that coming from a 

casting instructor in a column about casting wouldn’t you! It is the casting of the fly that makes fly 

fishing unique. If you have to add enough weight to enable the use of a spinning reel to cast you are 

fishing with a fly.  Fly fishing is defined by casting. It doesn’t matter what species you are chasing. 

It doesn’t matter what rod, reel or fly you use. You can sight fish, or fish blind, use burley or 

teasers; as long as you are casting the line you are fly fishing. 

 

 

 

 

 

So if you want to be a fly fisher there is one thing you 

need to get good at; and that is casting. Without the 

ability to deliver a fly to the fish in all sorts of 

situations and conditions your success at fly fishing 

will be limited. Learn to cast, practice, and develop 

new casting skills and you will be a better fly fisher. 

Or you could just fish with a fly. 
 

              

                                                                     Allan Ekert   

 

 

 
[1]

 The Marquess of Queensberry Rules are a code of generally accepted rules in the sport of boxing, drafted in London 

in 1865 and published in 1867 
  
[2] 

Marylebone Cricket Club, generally known as the MCC, is a cricket club founded in 1787 and based since 1814 at 

Lord's cricket ground. The MCC is responsibile for the Laws of Cricket, 
 
[3]

 Frederic Michael Halford (13 April 1844 – 5 March 1914), was a wealthy and influential British angler and fly 

fishing author. Halford is most noted for his development and promotion of the dry fly technique on English chalk 

streams. He is generally accepted as "The Father of Modern Dry Fly Fishing. 
 
[4]

 George Edward MacKenzie Skues, usually known as G. E. M. Skues (1858–1949), was a British lawyer, author and 

fly fisherman most noted for the invention of modern-day nymph fishing and the controversy it caused with the Chalk 

stream dry fly doctrine developed by Frederic M. Halford. 

 
[5]

FIPS Mouche is an abbreviation of "Fédération Internationale de Peche Sportive Mouche" (in English, the 

"International Fly Fishing Federation"), which is the fly fishing arm of CIPS (Confédération Internationale de la Pêche 

Sportive), founded in Rome in 1952 the world regulating body for many different disciplines of fishing 
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